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FLAYWRIGHTS FOR THE

FUTURE THEATRE

eeLmBomumn

Bernard Shaw

PLAYYIRIGHTS FOR THE FUTURE THEATREI

Reading of Sneninh Evening play: We have one

rule which in thutlwe must never speak about our work, about

our method, about our plays, about our rehearsals, or about

anything in our Studies we must keep it all a. professional

uecrot. not because there is a mystery, but because I knew

how much our work and ‘future audience can be Bpoilad. by

wrong ideas which cen be spread about our Studio.

The method in actually a. eimplo one. but we require

time to understand. it. You know thin iron your own experience.

Eat] imagine. from two or three lettere or word; what kind of

anziidea can the audience got about our Method? Only that

We are crazy people; jumping over chairs end trying to find

parts in the method. and that we" are as crazy as everything

is at Dartington! The audience will be prejudiced and this

will disturb our work. men when writing home, I ask“ you to

be carom]. and say that in our Studio there is a. rule to keep

professional score-t: .

CoLIABGRA‘I‘IGm _

Thin in u very good opportunity to mention again

that in accordance with our Method. with the style of our

future theatre. and with some ideas which I cherish in my
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mind and nhioh I hope to fulfill in the future. one of the

main lines is to find a new, approach to the author's work.

and to find such anthers no will .find a new. approach to their

work and to us. ,That meant: that no mum: rind authore who. are

able to collaborate with us, with the actors, with the econe

designers. with everybody. no that the moment when the author

will say that hie play in aooompliehcd will not be before the

curtain rises before the firet audience. Such flexible,

living, creative authors we need like air and water. whereas

authors who finish their plays before they ‘etart the rehearsal

are like stance hanging around our necks. ’

Bernard Shaw makes so many difficulties: for the

theatre because he has finished his play before the actern

start to rehearse it. The real author for the future theatre

mum: remain flexible. and nuet be a member of the creative

work going; on in the theatre. You‘mus’c underetwtd once and

forever that there are two different things ,which authors}

are not able to understand - even Bernard Shaw is ne’c‘ahlc

to understand - and that d5 that it in one thing to write a .

play for reading, but tos-A'rrite e play for creating a perfor-

mance is an entirelydifleront thing.

When Bernard Shaw, and authors like him. require

that after the play has been written everything must be kept

imtaet on the stage - for inetmxce. in his script he writer:

that the character crosses to the right — nobody knows why,
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only that the author has said so — this is absolutely elkniro

in our profession.

We must be pioneers in this new way: we must also

find such flexible authors who will be able to start with

us this new line of collaboration. if the play is to be pro-

deced on the stage and not only printed. If it is only to

be printed we can only read it. but if he have to produce it

then it must be done in the theatre and the changes must be

made up until the opening night; In thin way it onbreeoe

0th the theatre and the work of the author: the director

collaborates with the author: and when the director produeou

he collaborates with the author.

When you see that our plays will be changed many

times you must know that this is the process of creating, and

not juot that the playwright in paid to write a playl it ie

a creative process and our authors must know that no member

of our Studio will think that there is something wrong wit

the play because it in changed. Cur aim is to find something

suitable for the future performance. We have been fortunate

enough to find the pioneers who are starting thin very diffi-

cult task of collaborating with the director.

What I have said about the collaboration with the

author means that you have not only to hour the play road,

but you must bear it in your imagination and try to live with

‘it. Don't wait for the authormbring something new. Try

to create in your imagination more and more atmoSphoro, and
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all the other thinao arcund the play so that the author will

feel that we are going on actively with him. Dan't fall into

the old habit of pas'eively acceptim the words. The play

concerns all of us and we must live actively in it. The actors

must live in it creatively. te eee mat it is got’cirqg, more

aed more lnrmenloue. and‘eoro and more clever. This emeephoro

will feed the actor. and the aui'hor and director as won.

The actors must not be simply a group at passive people

curing. this creative process. We must create together; this

would be impossible in the usual theatre because there aciom

are simply playing the plw as it is read. It does not mean

that the actors must give euggostia‘ns to the pltmrright. but

the atmosphere of the creative group is essential to him. It

is the uw to keep our method alix'rc. and not duet theoretical.

You must have the play in you: you 21th imagine again and

again all the situatiene and the clmractem, and live with

it.


